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Historical Restoration

High end Residential

CGA specialises in the sympathetic
restoration of buildings of historical
significance. We collaborate extensively
with our clients maintain the character
of every building we work on, using
carefully selected materials to match
the existing finishes.

CGA’s hard-earned reputation
for attention to detail and highquality work has meant we have
been entrusted with the fit-out and
refurbishment of many high-end
residential properties.

Having worked with such prestigious
clients as Historic England, at CGA
we pride ourselves on our part in the
upkeep of our country’s heritage.

Commercial Fit-out
At CGA we specialise in Cat A and
Cat B refurbishment and fit-outs of
commercial spaces. We work with
corporate clients and small businesses
alike, and many of our clients come
back to us again and again.

We work for both private property
owners and commercial real estate
clients, and we pride ourselves on
making sure we know exactly what
our clients want and delivering it,
from start to finish.

We’ll take a project all the way from
tender to completion, whether it’s
a traditional design or a design and
build. Our focus is always on the needs
of our clients.

CHRISTIE’S

SAVOY HOTELS

HEREFORD SQUARE
St AUGUSTINES CHURCH
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SULSTON SHARED FACILITIES

Board of Directors

Team structure

Bill Osborne
John Wistow
COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR
John liaises with clients on commercial
and financial matters to provide
advice and solutions on projects. His
background in project management
and quantity surveying mean that he
understands the project requirements
and how best to successfully deliver
to the client’s satisfaction. John is
responsible for all commercial
functions of Clive Graham Associates
overseeing areas such as; new business,
marketing, estimating and cost control.

John
Wistow

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Bill oversees the project teams to
ensure quality is delivered and the
project reaches successful completion.
He is highly experienced in the fit
out and refurbishment sector and
his commitment to project quality
has meant that he has established
excellent relationships with clients
over the years.
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From the beginning
We were first established over 25 years ago and a lot has changed
since then. Scroll along our timeline to discover a little more about
our history.

Clive Graham
Neighbour and
his wife forms the
business called Clive
Graham Associates
(CGA) as a specialist
contractor in ceilings
and partitions.

Andy Preston
starts working
for the company
as a Dry Lining
and Ceiling Fixer.
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Clive Graham
Associates
becomes
incorporated
at Companies
House.

John Wistow and
Bill Osborne, both
from Wates, join
Andy to restructure
the business into a
Principal Contractor
whlist maintaining an
in-house Ceilings and
Partitions division.

Andy becomes the
Operations Director
at Clive Graham
Associates. Clive and
his wife retire and
Andy continues to
run the business.

CGA are awarded
first project for GSK
and join the pop
world with starting a
high-end residential
refurbishment for
a member of Take
That.

CGA establish
a working
relationship with
Christie’s Manson
Wood which
continues into this
present day.

The company
turnover increases to
£15.7m. CGA grows
their framework
relationship with
GSK on various sites
including Brentwood,
Ware and Stevenage.

CGA are awarded
prestigious Wellcome
Trust fitout at the
Hinxton Campus complete with 3D
feature cladding and
glazed emerald glass.

CGA further establish
their relationship
with Christie’s with
ongoing work in
South Kensington
redevelopment sites.
CGA also celebrate
their 25th Anniversary.

CGA opens a new office
in Stevenage due to the
increasing work load in the
home counties. CGA also
broaden their workstream into
Restoration of Historic and
Listed Buildings.

CGA are awarded
the very prestigious
Christie’s: Private
Viewing Gallery to
showcase their 250th
year celebration.

Andy
Preston
Retires
from the
company.

This comes with the
successful completion of St
Augustine’s Church, Colworth
House and many more.

Dan Peters,
Chester Smith
and Dan Mason
join the Senior
Shareholder
team.
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SUBCONTRACTORS
We have an approved list of suppliers
and installers for our projects and in
order to be a part of our supply chain
our contractors are assessed on the
following key matters:
•H
 ealth and Safety process
and procedures
• Health and safety policy

Managing Quality of Works

•E
 nvironmental waste planning
procedures

Clive Graham Associates are proud to hold ISO
9001:2008, 1SO 14001:2004 and BS OHSAS
18001:2007 certifications, we are also currently
integrating into ISO45001 to comply with new
industry standards. Our quality assurance standards
are externally/independently reviewed and
assessed on a six monthly basis. We are focused
and havea procedure in place to ensure zero
defects at the end of all projects.

• Quality processes
•T
 echnical capability and
competences (these include design,
shop drawings, manufacture in
house capabilities)
• Financial standing and work loads
•P
 revious successful expertise and
experiences
•T
 ype and nature of projects
undertaken

SUBCONTRACTORS
PERFORMANCE REPORT
To ensure that we maintain a high
standard of quality in our work we
have a number of procedures in
place to measure performance. On
a monthly basis our Site Manager’s/
Project Manager’s carry out a
Suppliers and Sub-Contractor’s
Performance Report. This provides
the senior and commercial team
feedback, either positive or negative.
The reports are reviewed with our
supply chain to share good practice
and to discuss improvements.

HANS PLACE

CLOSE OUT AND INSPECTION PLAN
Our team and the supply chain sign
up to the Close Out and Inspection
Plan and commit to following the
process to achieve a successful
delivery of the project. The plan is
intended as a guide for our team and
contractors to refer to throughout
and manage the works as part of our
supply chain.

CHRISTIE’S

ST AUGUSTINES CHURCH
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clivegraham.co.uk

Clive Graham Associates is committed to the
provision of construction services that are
executed to the highest professional standards.
We are experienced in delivering high quality
finishes, refurbishment and fit out. Some of our
high quality finishes projects include;
• The Savoy Hotel

ABINGDON VILLAS

RANULF ROAD

• The Shangri-La Hotel, The Shard
• Private Residence, Kensington
• Private Residences, Belgravia
• Christie’s Framework projects
• N orth Audley Street Apartments, Mayfair
• C arlton House, London
HOARES BANK

NORTH AUDLEY

CHRISTIES LUXURY GOODS

THE SHARD
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clivegraham.co.uk

Once we had achieved building control sign off
we began the fit out which included; full internal
re-decoration including timber including doors
and windows, walls and ceilings and new floor
finishes throughout. The original carpet was
lifted in the vestibule and main hall and Parquet
flooring was discovered underneath, the client
then decided they would like us to restore the
flooring instead of carpeting.

BEDFORDSHIRE

Client | BCR Architects
Location | Bedfordshire
Value | £500K
Time frame | 22 weeks
Project Team | Chester Smith
		
Senior Contracts Manager
		 Chris Dolling
		
Quantity Surveyor
		 Luke Calver
		
Site Manager
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CGA carried out the renovation of Colworth House,
a Grade II * listed manor house within Colworth
Science Park in Bedfordshire. The house had been
left empty for three years having been vacated by
Unilever.
Colworth Science Park is a research and
development site in Bedfordshire, which offers
bespoke solutions to companies requiring offices,
meeting and conferencing facilities and laboratory
space. The scope of this project was to carry out a
full refurbishment of the listed property in order to
provide high quality, flexible office spaces.

In addition to the above we also created;
new doorways, toilets and tea points over
three floors. CGA provided new ironmongery
throughout and maintained listed items to a tight
budget and successfully handed over the project
early to the client enabling them to let the spaces
earlier than planned.

Our first task was to remove a substantial amount
of asbestos. Once this was removed we stripped out
the house of all fixtures and fittings including ceilings
and floor finishes. We applied a one hour separation
between all floors utilizing several methods including
fire lined ceilings, envirograph, fire batt etc. to
achieve building control sign off.
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UNDISCLOSED LOCATION

CGA were successful in being awarded this
very prestigious project at an undisclosed
royal household palace. The project
consisted of creating a new swing space
in an area in the heart of the palace that
was dilapidated and unused for as number
of years. The project scope was to lift
the existing flooring to the new proposed
office layout from the existing jack arch
and cast iron beams with the introduction
of new 12 meter long steels tied into the
existing fabric of the building between the
existing cast iron beam and jack arches.
This was to ease the load of the new design
off of the existing structure.

THE WORKS INCLUDED
• This was then traditionally timber joisted with plywood and
then a new raised access flooring.
• The main challenge of the project were:
• Logistics into the palace
• Temporary works design during the structural alterations
• Isolation and removal of existing services
• Working above state rooms within the palace
Removal of asbestos from the floor void throughout the 1000
square meters of the project
• Deliveries into the palace

Client | Southern Housing Group
Location | Victoria
Value | £4.5m
Time frame | 14 months duration
Project Team | Bill Osborne
		
Operations Director
		 Overseeing
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Dennis Whyatt
Quantity Surveyor

• The office CAT B Fit out consisted of new high end finishes that
included:
• New office spaces to accommodate 300 head count
• New toilet blocks and showers
• New kitchen areas
• Data and infostructure services
• DOA comp liant lift access around three levels
• Roof lights installed to the existing lead roof structure
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HAMMERSMITH

Client | St Augustines Church
Location | hammersmith
Value | £750K
Time frame | 17 weeks

St Augustine’s Church is part of a
regeneration project in Hammersmith.
The interior of the church has been
transformed into a more attractive and
light-filled building.
CGA carried out the refurbishment where
the interior was redecorated throughout
with new services implemented into the
infrastructure.
A substantial amount of protection works
was carried out before any demolition
began. The existing paintings, balustrade
and Terrazzo stone were carefully
protected with plywood.
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The existing columns,
beams, timber trusses and
ceilings have been restored
to their original form and
finished with varnish to
protect it. The church
is now has a lighter and
brighter ceiling revealing
hidden details that couldn’t
be seen before.
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clivegraham.co.uk

CITY OF LONDON

Client | Hoare’s Bank
Location | Fleet Street
Value | £300K
Time frame | 15 Weeks

Hoare’s Bank is United Kingdom’s
oldest privately owned bank. Their
office is based on Fleet street in the
City of London. They wanted to spruce
up their existing waiting area called
the Old Partner’s Room and give it a
modern uplift.
CGA carried out the refurbishment in
15 weeks with new technical services
upgrades, restoration work throughout
the room such as panelling oak and
new fibrous plaster and the fireplace.
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OUR PARTNERSHIP WITH

Approach

Design Management
BCR were established in 1984 and are an award winning,
experienced team of talented architects and technologists
conveniently based in the centre of Cambridge.
BCR has built a strong reputation for delivering successful
architectural solutions through thoughtful and responsible
designs. We design for a wide variety of different sectors;
local authorities; Cambridge Colleges; the Ministry of
Defence; for private developers; private residential clients
and larger housing schemes; large scale commercial, office
and industrial units; retail and leisure facilities; the church
diocese; refurbishment of listed buildings; work within
conservation areas and historic town sites, and the ‘high tech’
requirements of the science and business parks.

BCR were established in 1984 and are an award
winning, experienced team of talented architects
and technologists conveniently based in the centre
of Cambridge.
BCR has built a strong reputation for delivering
successful architectural solutions through
thoughtful and responsible designs. We design
for a wide variety of different sectors; local
authorities; Cambridge Colleges; the Ministry of
Defence; for private developers; private residential
clients and larger housing schemes; large scale
commercial, office and industrial units; retail and
leisure facilities; the church diocese; refurbishment
of listed buildings; work within conservation
areas and historic town sites, and the ‘high tech’
requirements of the science and business parks.

SULSTON SHARED FACILITIES, GENOME CAMPUS

COLWORTH HOUSE

COLWORTH HOUSE
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NORTH AUDLEY APARTMENTS

OUR PARTNERSHIP WITH

Long and Partners are a professional design
management and consultancy practice situated
in the City of London close to Liverpool Street
and Bank Stations. We have a wide degree of
experience over a varied range of business sectors.
Our self-motivated staff provide a professional
service offering a choice of solutions compatible
with today’s complex environmental issues.

ABINGDON VILLAS

In addition to our traditional mechanical,
electrical and public health design, we have
specialists within our practice to undertake all
aspects of vertical transportation, IT design and
commissioning consultancy. We also offer a full
project management service, including cost
control, architectural, structural engineering
support and planning supervision.
It is our priority to fully understand our clients’
requirements, providing them with the high
standard, professional service that is needed to
achieve their goals.

HANS PLACE

HEREFORD SQUARE
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Third Floor
8-11 St John’s Lane
London EC1M 4BF
T 020 7831 7900
E info@clivegraham.com

www.clivegraham.com

